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TROBOLO® LeliBlœm



No need to compromise

TROBOLO® enables access to hygienic and comfortable 
toilet systems that satisfy the highest standards – even in 
locations where this seems impossible.

With our TROBOLO® urine-diverting toilets, we managed to 
develop an autonomous and sustainable solution for your 
daily basic needs which does not require you to do without 
your usual comforts.

This is what a  
urine-diverting toilet  
by TROBOLO® offers

Comfortable toilet use
everywhere
Urine-diverting toilets by TROBOLO® allow you to use
your toilet comfortably and hygienically no matter
where you are. Simple, self-sufficient and sustainable.
That is TROBOLO®. A clean solution.

100% sustainable

The complete absence of 
chemicals and water allows 
for a straight-forward 
disposal and protects the 
environment.

Easy emptying

Thanks to the TROBOLO® 
separation system, the 
emptying is easy, hygienic 
and can be done within a 
few steps.

Autonomous usage

No water or sewer 
connection available? No 
problem. Urine-diverting 
toilets from TROBOLO® are 
autonomous and hygienic.

No odours

The TROBOLO® separation 
system reduces odours and in 
combination with litter or an 
exhaust system manages to 
completely eradicate all smells.



Electrical exhaust system

Highly efficient and economical, the electrical exhaust air
system conducts odours and moisture to the outside via
the exhaust air duct, thus ensuring absolute odourlessness
with very low power consumption. Max. amperage is 0.26
A, max. power consumption 1.3 W and noise level 19.3 dB.

Material

The TROBOLO® LeliBlœm is made of FSC®-certified 18 mm
thick alder plywood and therefore benefits from particularly
high quality and durability. The water-repellent surfaces
are proofed with a natural wood oil which makes further
treatment unnecessary.

TROBOLO® LeliBlœm
item number: I10EXX1315

Odourless urine-diverting toilet with an electrical exhaust 
system that doesn’t require any litter for uncompromising 
comfort.

··  Comfort of a regular toilet

··  Odourless thanks to the electrical exhaust and separation 
system

··  Easy and hygienic emptying

··  Autonomous without any need for water or chemicals

··  Long intervals between emptying thanks to electrical 
exhaust system

··  Everything required for set-up included No litter

The emerging moisture and remaining odours are extracted
outwards via the electrical exhaust system which is why
you won’t need any litter. This results in the benefit of
longer intervals between emptying.

Features

Easy disposal

The TROBOLO® separation system allows for decentralised
recycling of toilet waste on your own property. Alternatively,
the solid waste can be disposed of via your household
waste, just like diapers, while liquids can be disposed of
into a regular toilet.

No chemicals

Due to the TROBOLO® separation system, there is no need
for chemicals. The human excretions therefore do not turn
into hazardous waste which would require a costly disposal
that is also damaging to the environment.

Hygienic usage

Using a TROBOLO® is just like using a regular toilet. The
separation system functions autonomously, so that your
body only comes into contact with the toilet seat. Since
the excretions only touch plastic surfaces, cleaning is also
hygienic.

Easy cleaning

The excretions only come into contact with plastic
surfaces, making cleaning easy and hygienic. The wooden
surfaces are proofed with a natural oil and can be wet
cleaned just like the toilet seat, which is sealed with an
antibacterial protective coating.

Patented design

The TROBOLO® LeliBlœm is a real design piece. During its
development, we paid particular attention not only to its
functionality but also to its elegant and modern design
which is trademark-protected and thus unique.

Regular toilet paper

Toilet paper doesn’t have to be disposed of separately but
is dropped through the toilet opening as usual. The use of
special toilet paper is not required for this.

Hand-crafted

Every single TROBOLO® is handcrafted with great attention
to detail. The handmade toilet seat, which is given with a
hygienic multi-coat lacquer finish, also ensures particularly
comfortable seating.

Dimensions & weight

Capacity

Scope of delivery

Technical specifications

Floor space
Depth 535 mm | Width 400 mm

Tested load-bearing 
capacity 
220 kg

Seat height
472 mm

Dimensions, closed
Height 497 mm | Depth 600 mm | 
Width 400 mm

Weight
23 kg

Height and diameter of the 
toilet seat match the German 
standard dimensions.

1 x TROBOLO® LuweBlœm

1 x  solids container 22 litres

1 x  1.5m long cable incl. 
European plug

1 x  roll of 10 compostable 
inlays

1 x  wall duct for the exhaust 
air system

1 x  roll of 25 inlays made of 
recycled plastic

1 x  container for liquids

1 x  label “user manual” 

Maximum capacity for 
Defecating 
60 - 80

Volume of Solids container 
22 litres

Maximum capacity for 
Urinating  
30 - 50 

Volume of Liquids container 
10 litres

The maximum number of 
usages is independent of
intervals between emptying.



Quality & Trust

We at TROBOLO® take the responsibility we have towards our planet seriously. Our claim and the highest premise in the
manufacture of our products is to combine the very highest standards of quality and sustainability. All TROBOLO® products
are manufactured exclusively by a selected medium-sized craft enterprise within the EU, and are subject to the strictest
quality controls.

Sustainability with  
TROBOLO®

TROBOLO® is officially FSC®-certified. This means you can be 
sure that we use 100% timber from sustainable forestry for 
our products and have committed ourselves to economic, 
ecological, social and socially responsible management.

The Forest Stewardship Council® - FSC® for short - is an
independent, non-profit NGO founded in Rio de Janeiro in 
1993 and now represented in over 80 countries worldwide. 
The aim of the FSC® is to protect the world’s forests and 
preserve them for future generations.


Comfort without compromises.

The Challenge was to develop hygienic and compfortable toilet systems that 
meet the highest demands, even in locations where this seems impossible.  
With our TROBOLO® urine-diverting toilets, our team has succeeded in 
developing an autonomous and sustainable solution for your daily basic needs 
without sacrificing the comfort you’re accustomed to.

We look forward to advising you on the subject-containes sanotary technology 
and to sharing our know-how with you.

Friedrich Lange
Managing Director

TROBOLO® at Trusted Shops

Our clients rate us 
“excellent”

4.85/5.00



What more could you want?
We have been using this indoor toilet almost daily 
since the beginning of April 2018 and are very 
satisfied with it. The system is ingenious and easy to 
handle. What more could you want! No consumption 
of water, but free fertilizer, which we, but also 
our plants in the garden, are happy about. It is a 
pity that this product did not exist before. We can 
fully recommend this indoor toilet. Thanks to the 
developers.

Uwe A.



Thanks for the great idea!
To be honest, I was a little sceptical at first whether 
it would really work. But what can I say? It’s better 
than I expected. We immediately bought the model 
with electric exhaust air and there is absolutely no 
odour whatsoever. It’s funny that something like this 
hasn’t been around for a lot longer, because then 
we wouldn’t have had to buy expensive chemicals 
for the chemical toilet over the years. By the way, we 
have disposed of that by now... So thanks again for 
the great idea!

Annika H.



More than satisfied.
We bought the urine-diverting toilet for our garden 
at the beginning of spring on the recommendation 
of a friend, so that we don’t always have to walk 
so far. Construction as well as the first emptyings 
were easy. So far we are more than satisfied and our 
garden is happy with the organic fertilizer.

Renate W.



A big praise to you.
I have owned a urine-diverting toilet for about 4 
months and I am completely satisfied. I use it as 
an indoor toilet without exhaust air and it works 
wonderfully, without unpleasant odours. In the 
beginning I had some doubts, but these were 
quickly dispelled. A big praise to the manufacturers, 
great workmanship and quick feedback in case of 
questions!

Kerstin P.
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